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BIOGRAPHY
If you haven’t come across John B in one of his many musical guises over the past decade,
where have you been? Classically trained at a young age, this British superproducer has
gone on to become one of the most eclectic and unique individuals working within electronic music today. Consistently escaping categorization, John’s genre-defying catalogue
spans the worlds of Electro, Trance and Drum & Bass, and a few other spaces across the
bpm spectrum.
John’s career began in illustrious style as the one and only Goldie picked up on this mildmannered, blonde-locked science graduate and his distinctive drum and bass beat constructions, and he was signed to the legendary Metalheadz label. Tracks such as the
euphoric “Up All Night” have become instant classics in the canon of drum and bass, and
repeatedly smashed dancefloors worldwide. John B quickly became a headlining name on
flyers across the globe, and his touring schedule has been non-stop ever since. Establishing his own stable of labels (Beta Recordings, Tangent, Chihuahua and Nu_Electro) to
reflect his diverse tastes from liquid funk to Latin, provided the perfect platform for
John’s groundbreaking sonic experimentation to develop.
From his studio and label HQ in Maidenhead, UK, John has since made major waves within
the wider world of dance music. Having picked up on John’s early forays into trance production, Perfecto label boss and DJ superstar Paul Oakenfold commissioned tracks which
ended up alongside the likes of Madonna and Justin Timberlake on the epic “Great Wall”
compilation. John has also long worn his love of 80s electronica on his sleeve, way before
the fashionistas jumped on the bandwagon, and he has been busy signing hot new
electro-influenced tracks for his most recent label venture, Nu Electro. There is also
rumoured to be a John B reworking of Toni Basil’s classic “Hey Mickey” in the pipeline.
Still just the tender age of 26, is there is much more to come from Mr B. Next up, godfather
of soul James Brown’s new tracks are due for the John B remix treatment, a real surprise
for even this musical chameleon. He’s also been busy Remixing Howard Jones, Heaven 17,
and S’Express. True to form, it doesn’t seem as if things will be becoming predictable any
time soon…

THE ALBUM
in:transit is John B’s first artist album in 3 years, and by far his best yet. Designed for
die-hard D&B fans and newcomers alike, tracks span from heavy Metalheadz-style techstep smashers (Vampire Eyes/Amnesia), to beautiful Epic Trance-inspired full vocal tracks
(Mercury Skies/Midnight Air/Broken Language), crazy porno Electro-step (American Girls
2004/Take Me home), and hi-energy hyperdisco/liquid funk D&B (Faith In Me/Romantic).
The album is varied, accessible, interesting, exciting & genre-busting. It’s still Drum &
Bass, & works in clubs, but is far more than just a collection of disposable, short-lived dub
dancefloor tracks. Lots of vocals, wide-ranging styles, pioneering approaches to production, mainstream appeal, but still underground, raw & refreshing. The influence of modern
Electro, commercial Dance & Trance is noticeable throughout, but is interpreted in a way
that moulds perfectly with the power and energy of Drum & Bass to define revolutionary
new directions. The title & visual concept of “in:transit” reflect John B’s DJ touring lifestyle of the last few years, the music is its soundtrack. Tracks have been selected and
refined based on feedback from the clubs all over the world and are John B’s most impressive works to date.
(See www.john-b.com/livedates for details of all past DJ appearances Internationally.)
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The mere utterance of this name stirs several contrasting
images in the soup of imagination. One side of John B's
schizophrenic music-making personality is epitomised by his
legendary 'Salsa' tune; and with it come sketchy outlines of
tequila sunrises, prickly cactuses and low-hung sombreros.
Other images that simmer to mind emanate from his all-time
classic 'Up All Night', which with its apocalyptic-angel synths
and demented hunchback organ riffs, boldly outline the
character of the darker side of his disposition. The distinct
mane of blonde hair that extends from John B's brow is a
visual testament to his fiery production skills. Clever, generous
and enigmatic; there is much more to the man who brought
you some of the most inventive and inspiring production work
of last year than merely a sampler and a keyboard.
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Future Reference Remix EP
Artist: John B
Title: When I'm Close 2 U
(Remix)
Title: 5 Times in One Night
Title: Forever (Hard 12" Mix)
Title: Run Out of Time (Epic
Mix)
Release Date: March 11th
2002

John B is ahead of his time. He instigated the South American
/ Drum and Bass style sound several years before the average
rave enthusiast had even heard of Dj Marky. The year 2001
opened our eyes and ears to his multifaceted tune producing
ability, proving him a jack of all trades. He is a keyambassador of our culture, and plays a prominent role in the
overall scheme of corrupting the global mass media musicmarkets with the infectious sound of drum and bass. Not bad
for an individual who nurtured his production skills
coincidentally amidst a full-on university course in cellular
biology.

Forum
Chatroom

"If drum and bass didn't exist, I'd either be making some other form of music, deep
techno or something, or I'd be working in a lab somewhere", he begins. "My getting into
Competitions
drum and bass happened gradually over about a year through a combination of things:
hearing Fabio and Grooverider's show on the radio, loving electronic music in general,
Send To Friend
visiting a local record shop on the way home from school every day, and getting involved
Add To Bookmarks with the guys that worked there. They ran a label called 'Shoe Box'. I did my first couple
Ctrl-D
of Drum & Bass tracks with Kelley & Adrian, and then sent out some of my own demos
to a few bigger D&B labels. DJ SS was in the process of setting up New Identity, a sister
label to Formation, and signed up a bunch of my tracks. DJ SS and the guys at
Formation have always been really supportive - and even though I run my own labels
now, and am busy doing lots of other stuff, I'll always be giving them material. SS
introduced me to Grooverider, who picked up 'Secrets' for his 'Prototype Years'
Compilation, which was also a great break for me. I owe an awful lot to SS and
Grooverider. They really helped me out in the early days. They still are now, obviously,
but I really appreciate the part they played in helping kick things off for me in the
beginning."
"I've been pretty lucky in this business so far - and I am so grateful for that. I started
producing when I was already occupied being a student so I wasn't as dependent on
music working out as a regular job. It was a nice hobby that was developing and I had 3
years at University to let it flourish - by the time I graduated I could see that it was
going to be worthwhile carrying on. I decided that I would give myself a year or so to
start a label and see how everything goes, and if things didn't take off I could always go
and get a job with a big drug company or something. I kind of knew that I didn't want
that, so I'm glad that things just keep on improving year on year. Boh!"
John B is a living example of a man who had a date with destiny. Stereotypically, shelf
stacking and night shifts are the secondary focus of the budding producer's timetable, let
alone fulltime educational commitments; it must have been fate. Let us now analyse
John's techniques to crush the system that beckons unpleasantly when one's dedication
to the scene simply is not paying off.
"Producing-wise, nowadays I always start off with a definite idea of the track's destiny

'

before I even start it. In the old days, I used to sit down and just bash something out
and hope it worked; but I guess I was just feeling my way around back then, finding a
groove I was really into. I know it sounds a bit cynical, but now when I'm there in the
studio I already have an idea of what the tune's going to be before I even play a single
note: what kind of market it's aimed at, the DJs and clubs I'm designing it for, factors
that would dictate how people would incorporate it into their sets, what label I'll give it
to and what I'd like it to achieve - every tune you make is another chance to change
things and introduce something new into the mix. I'm so busy DJing and running the
labels these days that I really have to make my studio time as efficient as possible, and
to make every tune as meaningful and inventive as possible. I can't afford to waste my
time, or yours, making disposable, homogenous shite tracks that you couldn't
differentiate from a hundred other clones. I figure a good test of whether a tune is
worthwhile or not is if you could easily describe it to someone who hasn't heard it, how
is it different from any other? Try it next time you're at a club… Anyway - after I've got
my thoughts together, I spend a day or so getting together all the sounds and samples;
that is a key-element. I find that whenever I make a good tune it is always because I
put in some good preparation beforehand. Then I spend however long it takes to get the
tune done. Sometimes it works, sometimes not.
There had been times when I just sat down, loaded up a bunch of samples from the
system, had a bash at something crazy and ended up with a monster - other times I'll
have a grand plan for the track mapped out, that I was convinced would work wonders,
and hit a dead end and had to pack it in. So, there is no Golden Rule in B-studio-life...
Although, if I think something is turning out badly I'll just wipe it and start again from
scratch - so nowadays more-or-less everything I do I am pretty pleased with, if it gets to
the point where I actually finish a tune then I'm obviously satisfied with it.
Although John has been producing for many years and is responsible for a wholesome
range of different styles, it was his 'Up All Night' anthem that truly grabbed anyone who
heard it by the neck and exploded in their faces with flaming originality. It screamed out
to the masses by breathing life into a tired and over glamorised hardcore / drum and
bass sub-genre. It was one of those tunes that, when played at a rave, transcended the
whole tangibility of your surroundings, and created an atmosphere and tension that
made you forget that the essence of the moment was solely accountable to a deck and a
needle. It was fused with unspeakable emotion and feeling; it called out to you and
made you close your eyes and think. When 'Up All Night' was aired in a club, it made
you forget where you were and how you got there, and simply left you dwelling in
totality on the music.
It is attested that all the greatest ideas come about by accident. For example, the
creation of J-Majik's 'Space Invader'. J-Majik unintentionally placed the original housestyle version of this tune on the deck and played it too fast; on 45 instead of 33, thus a
legend was born. However, in light of John B's work ethic regarding good preparation, it
comes as no surprise that his magnum opus came about through careful foresight and
planning, rather than good fortune.
Page 2 >>>
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John B

"I wrote Up All Night about a year before it came out, and it was around then that
there'd been a sudden resurgence of people sampling old hardcore records & rehashing
Home
Contact
them - but not really adding anything fresh to it. It annoyed me how tracks were being
Links
churned out (and doing well), just off the back of people recognising all the ripped-off
riffs and uncleared samples, from tracks that the producer had nothing to do with the
first time round. Obviously there were exceptions, but it did seem that there were heaps
Shop
of wack tunes with no thought or originality out there, benefiting from past glory, and it
D&B Mobile
was bugging me. I thought 'I am not entirely into this movement, but; it could work if I
Album Minisite
try to do something more modern with it. How about I make a modern day hardcore
record with the same principles as they used back in '91 or whatever, but with all original
elements you'd find in D&B nowadays?' The way you put records together,
Singles
Dubplates
arrangements, and factors that trigger crowd reaction have changed a fair bit since then,
Albums
so it would be good you fuse it all together in a big anthemic warehouse D&B type of
'
Studio Mixes
style that would be more relevant to today. I got original, new vocals and pitched them
up so they sounded more 'hardcore' - sampled a couple of old rave stab sounds, and
played completely new riffs with them. First, I got a really heavy bass-line. Then I spent
D&BTV
about two or three days going through a bunch of old Hardcore records I borrowed off
Live DJ Sets
my mate Kelley. Bear in mind that I was only 13 in 1991, and hardcore was a bit before
Interviews
my time; that's why I didn't have any myself. In the same two or three days I was
sampling all the oldskool breaks, and then re-processing them on my Mac using lots of
News
plug-ins and effects; beefing everything up. I also got some bleeps out to use in the
Features
intro - all the stereotypical noises you would associate with that era, and an arrangement
Top Tens
with all the necessary triggers to get a big build up and crowd reaction and reeeewind
Event Listings
action when it drops. I probably spent an evening getting rough ideas and grooves
Event Reviews
together, and realised that it was going to shape up pretty nicely. I think from
World Scenes
conception to finish it took around five days. I was really into it, so I was spending a lot
of time in the studio just getting it on - no breaks, no swerve, no jogging. Surprisingly, I
Forum
didn't even have to mix it down more than once - it was fine first time. I tend to spend a
Chatroom
couple of days now just checking that the mixdown is good and clean - it's something I
didn't really used to be as concerned about that sort of thing - now, each time I burn a
CD and check it out in my car, different Hi-fis, play it out a few times, sleep on it, just
Competitions
to see if all the sound balances are right or if there's anything I feel needs changing.
However, 'Up All Night' made it first pass, no changes necessary. It is weird, some of my
Send To Friend
Add To Bookmarks - best tunes I just, sort-of; do; and then they take off. But then there are some tunes
that I expect to do really well and I put a lot more effort into, that I think are perhaps
Ctrl-D
more valid in terms of 'groundbreakingness', but don't do so well. So, you never know."
One would assume that the carefully ironed out, smooth examples of sub-bass that
adorn his work could be solely attributed to a weighty and spacious studio set-up. This is
not the case.
"Don't get carried away with technology", he says earnestly. "It is there to help you
make the music that you want to make but you have to have the ideas in the first place.
Everything has all changed a lot lately, to the extent that you can make whole records
inside a computer now. As long as your system is stable and your computer is powerful
enough then you can do it. High Contrast [a new wave producer of epic proportions] is
supposed to make all of his tunes in a computer with no outboards [external FX devices
and hardware] or anything, and his stuff is phat. It's totally possible now, so think about
all the alternatives before you go out blowing thousands on big flashy mixing desks and
samplers and all that. The only problem now is it's such a steep learning curve for
anyone coming straight into music production, the software is so powerful you can have
one program that deals with almost everything involved in music production. I started
dabbling with MIDI, an Atari ST computer with 512Kb of RAM, and keyboards and the
like when I was eleven. I have been learning the basic principles since then so it seems
easy to me now because I've been brought into things gradually as it was all developing.
However, I could imagine if I had only started doing all this recently, bought a fat PC
with Logic or Cubase or something and expected it all to work; I'd end up pulling all my
hair out, and that would be messy. I sympathise with all the frustrated technical
massive! There's so much to learn for aspiring producers these days, its not just learning
how to use synthesizers and drum machines, you've got to be a bit of a computer nut
too!"
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John B
2001 was arguably John B's most rewarding and successful year. Not only did he satisfy
the hardcore dance-floor addict's seemingly insatiable, bass-hungry appetite with a small
but potent armoury of ironclad dark-side classics, but he delved back to the future to
resurrect an updated array of Latin Style drum and bass numbers. Not to mention an
album release [Future Reference LP] sitting comfortably on the moody but mellow side of
the production wall. When confronted about his achievements and plans for this year he
seems taken back, not expecting to be quizzed about his successes as if they were not
the focal point of the interview. I prized it out of him.
"Oh…erm" he exclaimed; surprised, "I'm happy with the way the label's been going and
how the album 'Future Reference' was received. I guess one of the things that caught
me by surprise the most was getting awarded one of the albums of the year in the
Sunday-Times [Big UK Newspaper]. One of my friends phoned me up and told me to
look at page five of the Sunday times, and that I had received one of the top ten
records of the year! I was well chuffed, totally unexpected it and it was just great to get
some recognition from the more mainstream press. DJing has really picked up this year
too, I must have been around the world technically a few times this year. Cumulatively
I've probably spent a couple of months touring America in 2001, I've hit Australia,
Iceland, Sweden, Finland, France, Germany, Italy, Belgium, New Zealand etc. The last 6
months of 2001 have been really hectic, so much so that I rescheduled all my January
gigs to later in the year just so I could rest a bit and get some time in the studio. Now
that we've hit February I'm totally back on the go, I've just had a pretty hectic weekend
and then it's Switzerland & Reading next weekend, then a few more UK gigs, then off to
Russia, then Austria I think, and then Miami. Arghh! I love it though, and am really
looking forward to smashing up more and more clubs again this year. It's great that
there's such a fantastic Global scene for D&B."

" My plans for 2002 are very straightforward really, I'm going to be DJing more, making
more music, taking on more artists for the label and I'm moving house at the moment as
well! I have a whole string of singles lined up for Beta Recordings, and Tangent, its sister
label which is for more jazzy, vocal material. My 'Future Reference' remix EP is coming
out on March 11th on Beta, which has a heavy, dance-floor orientated style to it, with
Competitions
lots of epic trance elements too. I also have some pieces from Exile, and myself, which
Send To Friend
are planned for future release on Beta. I have done a couple of tracks with two brand
Add To Bookmarks - new vocalists; Natalie Warren who I met while I was at Durham University; and Libby
Ctrl-D
Picken from Washington DC. Libby recorded the vocals in a studio in Washington and
sent me them on CD - I've been working on them on my laptop recently, on aeroplanes
in between the UK, Australia and America, and then plopped them into the studio and
did the track a couple of weeks ago. I think it should do really well, the original version
could fit quite well in the mainstream market, so I'll have to see how it goes. The track
is called 'Freek' -I'm working on a heavy D&B dance-floor mix this week. It won't be
coming out until April or May, and no-one's got CDs yet, so don't expect to hear it out
there just yet. The track I did with Natalie is almost ready to go, I'm due to get a Radio
mix done next week, there's a lot of the elements that's made trance so successful lately
in there, I really went to town with all my old synthesizer gear. The track is called 'Mirror
of thought' and again, is due later this year, May time I should expect. Before all that
will be 'Wake Up / You're the One' on Tangent 002 by Greg Packer from Perth in
Australia, although he is originally from Northhampton in the UK - that is going to be at
the end of March. In addition, 'Chihuahua' Recordings is starting up this year for all my
Latin stuff. The first release is by Nu Tone: 'Espresso / Chupa Meus Samples' [this means
suck my samples in Portuguese] and comes out the week after Greg's release. Those are
the immediate ones then there's a single by a new artist called 'Mars', a new guy who's
just 18, he sent me a demo and I was really into it. This one's a good example of nice,
rolling liquid funk, baybee! He is doing some really good material and I think he'll do
really well. The 'Up All Night' remix is coming out in March too; for sure", he says
decisively, "With the Diversify remix of the other side, that is on Metalheadz. Lastly, I've
done a remix of High Contrast's 'Return to Forever' they'll probably be using somewhere,
a remix of Adam F's 'Karma' on his 'Kaos' label, and a track on the forthcoming
Defunked album called 'Half Now / Half Later."
Forum
Chatroom

"I am starting work on a new album which is going be a much bigger project than the
last two. I am just planning it and getting ideas down currently. I've had a bunch of

'

other tune-making commitments to deal with first, but I'm really looking forward to
getting to grips with another album. It will be targeted at one particular subgenre of
drum and bass. The first couple of albums I did were very broad ranging. However,
'Future Reference' was more targeted towards mellow stuff, jazzier, vocal tracks - it was
a shorter than the others, but a lot was more direct. The next one will follow its example
to some extent, but off in another direction - I think it's time for something really heavy
and technical…"
Many of the producers and DJs on the circuit currently all have a set repertoire of
favourite dub-plates and slates. John's philosophy is a little different.
"Whenever an interviewer asks me what tunes or producers I currently rate - I guess I
could just churn out the same list everyone else does. I mean; I probably agree with
them for the most part anyway - it's obvious what tracks are doing, or are going to do
well, and it's taken as given that I'm into most of them, and the guys that are making
them: I love drum & bass! However, the most important thing for me is more about
supporting the music, producers and DJs, that are doing something good for drum and
bass in general, bringing something new to the table, pushing things forward and
promoting the music's development. That's the name of the game for me and is why I
got into drum and bass in the first place, there's so much scope for change, and
different places to take this thing, that's what's most important to me. I'm not gonna
reel off a list of of names or whatever to look cool by association - you can hear what I
like when I play out, that's the best way to get an idea. I try to work with the people I
admire the most and make sure they get my stuff, so I guess you can find out that way
too.
John B is an individual who thrives on originality. He desires what is best for the scene
and our culture. His recent work is a successful attempt to add a new twist to the
seemingly spaghetti-like network of new and fresh sub-genres within our music. His
fluency in reading music and playing the piano gives his work a distinct melodious
trademark, which can also appeal to those who are not populists of the drum and bass
hemisphere. This helps to stretch the sound of the underground further; across
boundaries, and provides people who delve in other musical realms to stand up and take
notice. Whether it is Latin, dance-floor, vocal or oldskool, his sound is typically vibrant
and accessible, and helps to ensnare the attention of the next potential closet-junglist
with which to help populate our flourishing scene.
In conclusion, this intent and vision can be summed up through John's admittance of his
ultimate goal,
"To try and keep making music that pushes this scene forward, to help increase Drum &
Bass' popularity and diversity, and ultimately turn as many people on to it as possible. I
guess that's my ultimate statement I swear by. Any artists that feel the same I will do
my utmost to help them, and to get on with spreading the word ."
Beta Recordings - http://www.beta-recordings.co.uk
Future Reference - http://www.futurereference.net
<<<Back
Interviewer: John Murray-Hill (john@breakbeat.co.uk)
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The crazy originality in John's work derives from some very obscure influences; there is
method to the madness though.
"If I was stuck on a desert island and could only take three tunes with me? The first
one's easy, 'Aha' - 'Hunting Hi and Low' [two lads from Oslo who sold over 7,800,000
copies of this release] - their best album." John B rolls his eyes, chuckles and admits, "I
do listen to Nick Kershaw's greatest hits a lot at the moment. [Who sang the epochal 'I
won't let the sun go down on me' in 1991]" Then he pauses; seemingly at a loss, before
finally revealing, "I guess I'd take Beethoven's ninth symphony or something too, just
because it is really complex, you can hear tonnes of different levels each time and it
never gets boring."
"I listen to everything and I like all music, except maybe show music, all that 42nd street
biznizz, don't go taking me to see 'Cats' or I'll puke", he says sarcastically. "I listen to
80's an awful lot. I like ambient stuff, 70's sort of psychedelic tangerine dream things
too. I buy a lot of CDs, keeps me fresh; anything synthesizery and electronic I've always
loved, that's what led me to dance music in the first place. I like classical music and jazz
as well. I started listening to more deep house and techno and mainstream trance over
Christmas, just buying compilations and things so I am not really that knowledgeable,
but there's a lot we can learn from other genres. A bit of everything baby! I just try to
keep myself open-minded and up to speed on what's going on musically outside D&B."
John B's passion for his work is unavoidable. He recalls the feeling that one experiences
in hearing their own production work in a club and watching the crowd's reactions,
"Oh, it's wicked. It is really, really cool!" He exclaims with genuine enthusiasm. "Some of
the time you get a bit numbed to it, though, just because you're constantly hearing your
own stuff in the studio, over and over when you're making it. Nevertheless, I remember
one of the first times I went to Metalheadz when I was 19, after I had made 'Sight
Beyond', 'Secrets' and 'Jazz Session' and they were all out there on plate, but hadn't
been released yet. They were kind of at their peak of being played-out. At that time, I
was really fresh to club-going, and there were all these big DJs I hadn't met yet, playing
tunes I'd made in my little studio out in Maidenhead. It was all very surreal. I was like
'Oh my god! Grooverider just played three of my tunes! And he started with one, and
rewound another one and," John tails off and retains his previous stance. He calmly
continues, "You know, its brilliant. When anyone plays your tune in a club; it is great.
When you play your own tune at a rave; it may be even better! It is kind of obvious to
say, but of course it's great to get the recognition and great to see people enjoying the
music you have made. If you lose the buzz of performing and creating it's time to get a
new job."
<<<Back : Page 3 >>>
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